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Military operations span the globe and the capability must exist to provide logistics support wherever operations occur. Lieutenant General Walter J. Woolwine provides a new perspective to traditional logistics concepts in the article beginning on page 2. Defonce Threatt's cover painting emphasizes the magnitude and worldwide aspect of logistics.
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Continental Army Logistics—the Framework and the Funds, is the first in a series of bicentennial articles on Army supply and support during the Revolutionary War. The series offers insight to the logistics problems faced from Lexington and Concord to Yorktown and undisputed independence. Continental Army Logistics is a staff-written salute to the bicentennial and will appear throughout the period. Happy birthday, America!

How Productive Are We? explains the Army’s effort to measure the productivity of the logistics work force—a timely topic for all logisticians in the era of shrinking resources and stable missions.

Coming Up Fast—CS3, describes the division Combat Service Support System recently approved for installation in all Active Army divisions.

In Search of a Better Way tells how logistics studies are proposed for inclusion in the annual Army Study Program and the measures taken to avoid duplication, eliminate studies of marginal value, and assure coordination of study efforts.